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Abstract 

 Nowadays almost all the users try to exchange their day to day updates in their life on online social 

networks like Facebook, Twitter, and a lot more. In general, the users want to tweet on some friend's tweets 

either in a positive manner or in a negative manner based on their original feelings. In a recent survey report, 

there are a lot of posts that are contained in shameful tweets with some shameful related comments and replies. 

These tweets may contain some times information about political, social, and financial life with some shameful 

related messages, hence there is no method to identify these types of tweets automatically and try to display 

these tweets separately. Hence in this proposed application, we try to design a new method that can able to 

identify the tweets and its inner meaning of those tweets and try to categorize the tweets into separate 

categories like positive, negative, and shameful. Here we try to use Feature Extraction Method along with 

SVM Classifier algorithm for classifying the shameful tweets and normal tweets individually. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

ONLINE SOCIAL networks (OSNs) are frequently flooded with scathing remarks against individuals 

or organizations on their perceived wrongdoing. When some of these remarks pertain to objective fact about 

the event, a sizable proportion attempts to malign the subject by passing quick judgments based on false or 

partially true facts. Limited scope of fact check ability coupled with the virulent nature of OSNs often 

translates into ignominy or financial loss or both for the victim. Negative discourse in the form of hate speech, 

bullying, profanity, flaming, trolling, etc., in OSNs is well studied in the literature. On the other hand, public 

shaming, which is condemnation of someone who is in violation of accepted social norms to arouse feeling of 
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guilt in him or her, has not attracted much attention from a computational perspective. Nevertheless, these 

events are constantly being on the rise for some years. (a) a definite single target or victim (b) an action 

committed by the victim perceived to be wrong (c) a cascade of condemnation from the society. In public 

shaming, a shamer is seldom repetitive as opposed to bullying. Hate speech and profanity are sometimes part 

of a shaming event but there are nuanced forms of shaming such as sarcasm and jokes, comparison of the 

victim with some other persons, etc., which may not contain censored content explicitly. 

 

In the existing system a there is no concept like identifying the shameful tweets and normal tweets 

automatically and try to display these two categories in separate manner. All the existing systems try to 

observe the tweet meaning by verifying the total tweet manually and then find out the internal meaning of that 

tweet. These tweets may contain some times information about political, social, and financial life with some 

shameful related messages, hence there is no method to identify these types of tweets automatically and try to 

display these tweets separately. In this proposed work, we try to design a new method that can able to identify 

the tweets and its inner meaning of those tweets and try to categorize the tweets into separate categories like 

positive, negative, and shameful.The main scope or significance of designing this current application is to 

apply a new method that can able to identify the tweets and its inner meaning of those tweets and try to 

categorize the tweets into separate categories like positive, negative, and shameful. 

 The main scope for designing this current application is to overcome the problem which is faced in 

current web sites while storing the user comments which is posted on user post.In current days all the post are 

almost containing both useful and shameful comments and hence the user is unable to identify automatically 

which one is normal and which one is shameful. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 INRODUCTION 

Literature survey is the most important step in software development process. Before developing the 

tool, it is necessary to determine the time factor, economy and company strength. Once these things are 

satisfied, ten next steps are to determine which operating system and language used for developing the tool. 

Once the programmers start building the tool, the programmers need lot of external support. This support 

obtained from senior programmers, from book or from websites. Before building the system the above 

consideration r taken into for developing the proposed system. 
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2.2 RELATED WORK 

1. Developing Simplified Chinese Psychological Linguistic Analysis Dictionary for Micro blog 

The words that people use could reveal their emotional states, intentions, thinking styles, individual 

differences, etc. LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) has been widely used for psychological text 

analysis, and its dictionary is the coreThe reliability and validity of Simplified Chinese LIWC dictionary were 

tested by these four judges. This new dictionary could contribute to all the text analysis on micro blog in 

future. 

2. Learning robust uniform features for cross-media social data by using cross autoencoders 

Cross-media analysis exploits social data with different modalities from multiple sources 

simultaneously and synergistically to discover knowledge and better understand the world. There are two 

levels of cross- media social data. One is the element , which is made up of text, images, voice, or any 

combinations of modalities. Elements from the same data source can have different modalitieswe extend it to 

the AS using the convolutional neural network (CNN), namely convolutional cross au- to encoder (CCAE). 

We use CAEs as filters in the CCAE to handle cross-modality elements and the CNN framework to handle the 

time sequence and reduce the impact of outliers in AS 

 

3. Psychological Stress Detection From Cross-Media Microblog Data Using Deep Sparse Neural 

Network 

Long-term stress may lead to many severe physical and mental problems. Traditional psychological 

stress detection usually relies on the active individual results show that the proposed method is effective and 

efficient on detecting psychological stress from micro blog data. 

4. Detecting Adolescent Psychological Pressures from Micro-Blog 

Under the rapid social and economic development and intensive competition pressures, adolescents are 

experiencing different psychological pressures coming from study, communication, affection, and self-

recognition . We also present ways to aggregate single- tweet based detection results in time series to overview 

teenagers’ stress fluctuation over a period of time. 

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 In the existing system a there is no concept like identifying the shameful tweets and normal tweets 

automatically and try to display these two categories in separate manner. All the existing systems try to 

observe the tweet meaning by verifying the total tweet manually and then find out the internal meaning of that 

tweet. These tweets may contain some times information about political, social, and financial life with some 

shameful related messages, hence there is no method to identify these types of tweets automatically and try to 

display these tweets separately.  
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LIMITATION OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

The following are the limitation of existing system. They is as follows: 

1. Till now there was no method in data mining literature which can provide a facility to identify the 

shameful tweets in online social networks.  

2. There is no accurate analysis lack of Classification using Support Vector Machine . 

3. All the existing OSN networks try to find classify the tweets based on manual approach rather than 

automatic approach. 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the proposed system we try to design a new method that can able to identify the tweets and its inner 

meaning of those tweets and try to categorize the tweets into separate categories like positive, negative, and 

shameful.. 

Advantages of the Proposed System 

The following are the advantages of the proposed system: 

1. All the search result is accurate  

2. The System is very effective due to Automated Classification of Shaming Tweets.  

3. The System provides Analysis in the presence of Classification using Support Vector Machine.  

4. The system is very accurate in identifying shameful and normal tweets easily using the text mining 

techniques. 

5. SOFTWARE PROJECT MODULES 

Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into programmatically manner. In 

this stage we will divide the application into a number of modules and then coded for deployment. We have 

implemented the proposed concept on Java programming language with JEE as the chosen language in order to 

show the performance this proposed protocol. The proposed application is divided into mainly 2 modules and 

they are many sub-modules present in these main modules. Now let us look about them in detail as follows: 

1) Admin Module 

2) User Module 

Now let us discuss about each and every module in detail as follows: 
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5.1 ADMIN  MODULE 

In this module, the Admin has to login by using valid user name and password. After login successful 

he can do some operations such as view all user and their details and authorize them, Add and View All Filters, 

View All Created Tweets, View All Recommended Tweets, View All Shared Tweets, View All Transactions, 

View Tweets Using Tripartite Graph, View Positive Retweets,View Negative or Shameful Retweets,Find Rank 

For All Tweets ,Find Vote For All Tweets, Find Rating For All Tweets.  

 

5.2 USER MODULE 

In this module, there are n numbers of users are present. User should register before doing some 

operations. After registration successful he has to wait for admin to authorize him and after admin authorized 

him. He can login by using authorized user name and password. Login successful he will do some operations 

like View My Profile, Search Friend and Find Friend Request, View All My Friends, Create Tweets, View All 

Tweets, Search Tweets By Keyword, View All My Friends Tweets And Recommend ,View All My Friends 

Shared Tweets Details ,View All Recommended Tweets And Recommend.Admin can view all filter words 

6. OUTPUT RESULTS 
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ADMIN VIEWS ALL POSTED TWEETS BY THE USER 

 

 

ADMIN CAN VIEW THE VOTES AND COMMENTS FOR THE TWEETS 
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ADMIN CAN VIEW ALL RECOMMENDED TWEETS 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 In this work, we proposed a potential solution for countering the menace of online public shaming in 

Twitter by categorizing shaming comments in six types, choosing appropriate features and designing a set of 

classifiers to detect it. Instead of treating tweets as stand alone utterances, we studied them to be part of certain 

shaming events. In doing so, we observe that seemingly dissimilar events share a lot of interesting properties, 

such as, a Twitter user’s propensity to participate in shaming, retweet probabilities of the shaming types and 

how these events unfoldin time. 
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